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LIST OF SYMBOLS

ft, Inverted common base current gain.

C(N - Normal common base current gain.

B Base, used as a subsCript.

F" - Circuit beta, t"/t, in saturation.

C - Collector, used as a subscript.

"r.- 
Collector transition capacitance.

"n"- 
Emitter transition capacitance.

DCTL - Direct-coupled transistor logic.

DTL - Diode-transistor Iogic.

E - Emitter, used as a subscript.

f_ - Transistor gain-gandwidth, the frequency at whichT the common emitter current gain is reduced to one.

h TransistrFE cr dc beta, I"/T, aE a specified U"r.

hr"*- Inverse beta, ,a/r, with the transistor inverted
(negion IV of Figure 1).

IB - Base current.

-"I Base current to an oq inverter.

Io, - The base current which fLows in reverse of the
D' normal direction during turn-off.

-CgO- Collector-base leakage current, emitter open.

IC,O- Collector-emitter leakage current, base open.

K - A TCL circuit parameter, see Equation A-4.



k - Boltzman's constant.

1n - natural logarithm.

M - Fan-in, the number of inputs.

ma - milliampere (fo-3)

mc - megacycles per second (fO6)

mv - millivolt (fO-3)

/,a - microampere (fo-6)

N - Fan-out the number of outputs

ns - nanosecond (ro-9)

pf - pico farad (ro-12)

Q^-= - A charge control parameter, see Equation 6.orr
q the charge on an electron.

RCTL - Resistor-capacitor transistor Iogic.

RTL - Resistor-transistor logic.

T Temperature.

TCL - Transistor-coupled logic.

t- - Delav time
d

t - Rise timer
t= Storage time

t- - FaI1 timet
(Primed times are defined on page

T_ - A charge control parameter, see Equation 7.
R



'(^ - A charqe control parameter, see Equation B.
S

(- - A charge control parameter, see Equation 9.F

( - - Electron lj-fetime in the collector (13, p. 344)nc

v - volts

U", collector-emitter voltage.

V* Base-emitter voltage"

V"C - Base-collector voltage.

Bars over or under a quantity (for example V, I)

indicate maximum and minimum values respectively. This

is used in the worst case design formulas.



CIRCUIT PARAMETER INFTUENCE ON

TRANSI STOR-COUPLED LOGIC

INTRODUCTION

One of the most striking characteristics of a digital

computer is its complexity. fhousands of transistors are

used in even the smaller computers. From both the desiEn

and maintenance standpoint a single, general purpose,

logic circuit is needed. The use of one or a very few

standard logic circuit packages makes the design, con-

struction and maintenance of a digital computer practical.

If these circuits are properly designed they can be used

as building blocks, without reference to their internal

construction.

Transistor-coupled logic (TCL) fulfilIs the require-

ments for use as a standard logic package and has some

very attractive advantages.

The first section of this thesis deals with the more

important dc and ac characteristics of the transistor.

This material may be applied to any of the transistorized

Iogic circuits in use, but particular emphasis is placed

on the parameters used in TCL.

A brief review of several of the logic circuits now
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in use j-s then presented. The major advantages and dis-

advantages of these circuits are discussed for the purpose

of comparing them with the TCL circuit" No nonsaturated

circuits are included.

Using the material developed in the first section,

the ac and dc characteristics of TCL are then studied in

more detail. The parameters which influence the operation

are investigated and a method of design is shown. In

order to give the reader a feeling for the magnitudes in-

volved, a transistor which has the proper characteristics

for use in TCL is ehosen and its parameters discussed.

Unless otherwise specified, the transistors which are

mentioned in this thesis are silicon NPN units.



TRANSISTOR SWITCHING CHARACTER,ISTICS

In a digital computer the information is conveyed by

means of the curtage (current or voltage) levels of the

signals (L7, p. 1) " These logic signals are required to

exist in one of two widely separated leve1s or states.

In this way the signal accuracy and cj-rcuit tolerances

can be noncritical and the signals may be regenerated to

their fu1l strength at any time, with no loss in accuracy.

fhis is the so-called binary (two-state) circuitry.

The transistor common emitter amplifier (emitter is

common to both the input and the output circuits) is used

almost exclusively in digital logic applications. Only a

small change in the base (input) voltage or current is

necessary to switch the transistor from an on state to an

off state and vice-versa.

While all three configrurations have power gains

greater than one, only the common emitter has both current

and voltage gain. The common collector (emitter-fo1lower)

configuration has less than unity voltage gain and the

common base less than unity current gain.
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DC Characteristics

The input and output characteristics of a common

emitter amplifier are shown in Figure 1, p. 5. The four

regions of operation indicated here have been defined by

Ebers and MolI (8, p. L762), and Beaufoy and Sparkes (1,

p. 310-311) as follows:

Region I: Collector voltage saturation, both

emitter and collector junctions forward

biased,

Region If: Active region, emitter junction forward

biased, collector junction reverse biased,

Region IItr: Collector voltage cutoff, both collector

and emitter junctions reverse biased,

Region IV: Inverted operation, emitter junction

reverse biased, collector junction for-

ward biased.

The transistor is rarely operated in Region IV since

the current gain in this mode is very low for most tran-

sistors.

!,/hen used as a switch the transistor is either in

Region I (on) or in Region IIl (off), except for a brief
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transition time while switching from one state to the

other.

Figure 2, p. 5, is an expanded view of Region f.

ftris region is of interest since it shows how far the

saturated transistor departs from an ideal on switch. It

can be seen that for a constant base current, the collec-

tor voltage increases quite slowly as the collector cur-

rent is increased, until a point A is reached where V"U

inereases rapidly and the transistor enters the active

region (negion II) " In Region I, VCE, the saturation

voltage, is dependent upon the base and collector currents

and is given by the equation:

I + rc (l-ilR},/rB

cE R(I-rc (1-d) / xra)

(From 2, p. 1766; for NPN transistors).

In terms of normal and inverse common emitter current

gains this is:

v"g
1 * hfrR * tJr,

hur* (1 -/hru'")

This equation ignores the voltage drop due to the series

resistance of the collector and emitter butk materials

which may be permissible at 1ow currents but in general

_KT
q

(1)
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leads to large errors.

Equation I shows that for minimum saturation voltage

both h and hFE FER

should be small.

circuit beta.

should be as large as possible and ,Jt,

The ratio ,"/-, i-s referred to as the

The saturation voltage varies with the tlpe of tran-

sistor and its construction. It is generally much higher

for silicon transistors than for germanium. Some ger-

manium transistors have saturation voltages of only a few

mi1livolts.

The lower saturation voltages of epitaxial tran-

sistors make them especially suitable for saturated cir-

cuitry. The epitaxial technique (36) is a means of making

the bulk of the collector out of very low resistivity

material, in order to reduce the effective series resis-

tance, while making the active region of a higher resis-

tivity material in order to give a low collector capaci-

tance. This lowers the saturation voltage without de-

grading the frequency response of the transistor. Several

of the transistors investigated for TCL were of epitaxial

construction.

Figure 3, p. 5, shows an expanded view of Region III.
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This region shows how far the cutoff transistor departs

from an ideal off switch" IC'O is the collector leakage

current with the base open-circuited and -"rO with the

emitter open-circuited. Note that the leakage current

may be greatly reduced by lowering the base impedance or

by back biasing the base-emitter junction. It can be

shown (L7, p. L62) that

T=T*CEO -CBO 1 -c( N

= I hCBO FE

Since h_- may be in the order of 10 to 100 it can be quite
FE

important to keep the base-emitter junction back biased

so that the leakage current will be a minimum.

This is not as important in silicon transistors as

in germanium since the leakage current in silicon is

normally several orders of magnitude less.

In some logic circuits (DCTL and TCL) the base vo1-

tage is slightly positive when the inverter is off. This

is permissible since an appreciable forward bias must be

applied to the base-ernitter junction before significant

conduction takes place (see Figure I). Another effect

which helps keep the transistor off is the decrease in

h_- with collector current (18). This effect is much more
FE
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pronounced in silicon than in germanium (29, p" 236-340) .

Figure 15 is an experimental- set of curves for a

high-speed silicon epitaxial unit. From these curves it

can be seen that the collector current is less than l-Ofia

for base-emitter voltages less than 0.6 volts. This

current is insignificant compared to the o4 collector

current, vrtrich in most cases is greater than 1 ma. These

curves also show that the current gain falls off with

current. Thus, in general, a silicon switch will be off

if its base-emitter voltage is less than about 0.5 volts.

Although a transistor is rarely operated in Region

IV, this inverted region does become important in the

gating transistors used in Transistor-coupled logic and

will be investigated further here. fn this region the

base current is in the same direction as that shown in

Figure 1 and the collector current is reversed. If a

transistor were accidentally used with its colrector and

emitter interchanged, it would be operating in Region IV.

since most transistors are nonsymmetrical the character-

istics are quite different. The curves of IE versu" VEC

are similar to Figures 2 and 3 except for the magnitudes.

The inverse current gain (hnrR = aE/TB) is normally much
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smaller than the forward current gaj-n so the curves are

compressed vertically and the saturation voltage (corres-

ponding to Region I of forward operation) is much smaller

so the curves are moved horizontally toward the current

axes.

Transient Characteristics

An ideal switch would be able to change from one

state to the other instantaneously. The transistor,

however, reguires a finite time for switching. One re-

quirement of a logic circuj-t is to minimize this switch-

ing time.

The switching time may be broken up into four com-

ponents, delay time, rise time, storage time and fal1

time. These times, with the appropriate input currents,

are shown in Figure 4, p" It. Starting with the transistor

in the off condition (t" very smaIl) a step base current

is applied at time tO. The time betwee, tO and t, is the

delay time tU. It is defined as the time required to

bring the transistor from the initial off condition to

the edge of conduction. It corresponds to the charging

time of the junction capacitances (37). These
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capacitances are a function of the junction voltages, so

they do not remain canstant during the delay time.

At time t, the base-emitter junction becomes forward

biased and the transistor enters the active region. The

time between t, and t, is the rise time tr. It is caused

by the finite transit time effeets in the base region and

is a function of the frequency response and current gain

(nrr) of the transistor. Both of these parameters vary

with the collector current.

Another factor which may affect the rise time is the

charging of the output capacitance ("*") through the load

resistance and the series collector resistance of the

transistor. In the general case both of these factors

must be considered, although in practice one or the other

usually predominates.

The transistor will remain in the on state as long as

the base current IB1, in Figrure 4, is maintained. At

time t- the base voltage is stepped to its off value andJ

the transistor begins to respond at time t 4. The time

interval from t, to tn is the storage time. This is the

time required for the minority carriers in the base and

collector regions to decay back to the level corresponding
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to the start of the active region" The excess minority

carriers arise because the base-coll-ector diode becomes

forward bj-ased when Ir, is greater than the base current

necessary to produce IC (orr) . If the transistor is operat-

ing just at the edge of saturation when it is on, the

storage time wil-1 be minimized. The base current ,rZ

which flows out of the base during this time corresponds

to the reverse recovery current of a diode. If ,rZ is

made larger the storage and faIl times are decreased.

At time tn the transistor finally enters the active

region. The time interval from tn to t, is the fall time

t-. This period is quite similar to the rise time exceptt

the active region is traversed in the reverse direction.

When making actual measurements the rise and fall

times of the input pulse are not zero and may be comparable

to the switching times of the transistor. In this case it

is necessary to redefine the times mentioned above. The

starting time for turn-on, to, is defined as the time

when rU reaches 0.1 r"t and the starting time for turn-

off, t3, when IB reaches 0.9 t,r.

The switching characteristics of a transistor have

been analyzed quantitatively from many different
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viewpoints in the literature so only a brief review will

be presented here"

The first quantitative analysis of the large signal

response of a transistor was that of Ebers and lvloll (8,

p. L76B-177I and 26, p" L773-L784) " This j-s a Laplace

transform analysis of tr, tf and t= for either a step

VBE or a step Ir" It is based on a linear model of the

grossly non-Iinear transistor" Chao (6) carries the

analysis one step further to include the effects of ex-

ternal diodes and resistors in a particular circuj-t. In

Chaors article a ramp input V", is assumed"

The analysis of Ebers and Mol1 is used in two texts

on transistorized logic circuitsi Pressman (30, p. 55-92)

and Hurley (17, p. 153-156, L7B-L87, 302) 
"

A powerful new concept was introduced by Beaufoy and

Sparks (1, p. 3LO-327) in which the transistor is con-

sidered as a charge-controlled device. The collector

current is described in terms of the charge in the base

region. This leads to a set of time constants which des-

cribe the switching times. This analysis was extended by

Wilfinger (37) to include several different input wave-

forms, ramp, truncated ramp, exponential and a step
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voltage applied through a parallel resistor capacitor

combination. Another charge-controlled analysis by Ekiss

and Simmons (9 and 10) emphasizes the use of the equa-

tions which are derived to accurately predict the switch-

ing ti-mes. Considerable experimental data are included

in this paper. Mead (23, 24 and 25) has a more sophisti-

cated approach in which the transistor is considered as

a distributed device. A lumped parameter model is then

used which, in the first order approximation, gives

essentially the same set of equations as those obtained

by Ebers and MoII.

AIl of the above articles ignore the minority carrier

lifetime in the collector region (in the expression for

t_). This quantity is normally negligible, but it musts'

be taken into account in the case of diffused base tran-

sistors (14). A family of silicon diffused base tran-

sistors is now available in which the minority carrier

lifetime in the collector region is controlled so they

may be used as saturated switches (15). This aspect was

of particular interest since diffused base, lifetime con-

trol1ed, silicon transistors were used in the experi-

mental part of this paper.
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A very complete development of switching times using

the charge control concept is given in phillips (29,

p. 327-349). The equations developed there are:

o
! r- Off
L-
dT tB1

(2)

(3)
hru'"t

ar'= ,1,n hff 1n hru-"I 0.9rc

t"'= ;7, ln
rgr * Tr2

'"/hr, * rrz

tr'= ,rr hre ln
rc * hru-rz
0.lrc * h"rr",

In these formulas the times are primed (') because

they do not agree exactly with the definitions of tU, tr,

t_ and t- qiven in Figure 4. The delay time t-' is thes t --r -d

ti-me from the application of the input current until the

output has reached O% of its final value (rather than lO%

as it is for tU), tr' is the O% to 90% time, t=, is the

100% to IOO% time and tr' is the 100% to 10% time. The

reason for this change is to simplify the formulas and

keep the various mechanisms separated. For instance, with

tU as defined in Figure 4, the O% to 0% time is due to one

effect, while the remaining O% to 10% time is due to the

same mechanism as the rise time tr.

(4)

(s)
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The primed quantities would be difficult to deter-

mine experimentally but they simplify the theoretical

discussion. Note that td * t, = td' * ar' and t" * tf =

t t + t-'.St

Qort, (R, (S ana f, are caIled charge control par-

ameters and are to a large extent dependent upon the

transistor. The terms which multiply the charge control

parameters are called circuit drive parameters.

The above formulas have been modified so that the

signs agree with the current directions shown in Figure

(these are the actual current directions).

For a diffused base transistor the charge control

parameters are:

Qoff = 2"r"tgu(off) ' (for t.. (('g"(ort) ) (o)

(7)
2nf

T

_ 0.6 T
a_b

+ 1.7 *""r",11't-
R

T"nc ,
2

rr (8)

Cis
Tc

rY fi-
fR

measured with

(e)

(VcE + VT) equal to one volt and
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Cr" with (r"* * ,r) equal to one volt. All of the other

quantities, including h* in the circuit drive parameters,

are to be measured at the edge of saturation.

It should be noted that the equations do not give

exact results but only show the general trends. Some-

times quantities which are ignored in the derivations

have considerable effect. For instance, dD analysis of

fall time tt by Steiner (34) shows that stray capacitances

on the output can drastically alter Equation 5 if the

resultins R-C is more than about 5% of the tran-- L stray
sistor time constant.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 (calculated from Equations 3, 4

and 5 respectively) are graphs of normalized rise, fall

and storage times versus certain circuit drive parameters

with h* as an independent parameter.

Equations 2 through 9 and Figures 5 through 7 can be

used to determine the effects of altering the drive cur-

rents and load currents. For example, if the turn-on

base current a"1 is increased, with everything else held

constant, the figures show that t, will be decreased, t=

wil-I be increased and t, will not be affected. Equations

2 and 6 show that tU will be decreased. Thus these graphs
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and equations can be used to determine the effect which

changes in the circuitry will have upon the speed.

LOGIC CIRCUITS

Many different types of logic circuits using tran-

sistor switches are possible. A few widely used circuits

which lend themseLves well to the building block concept

will be discussed here" These circuits are all closely

related to Transistor-coupled logic (TCL) 
"

These circuits are all saturated circuits, that is

the base current ,rt is sufficient to insure that the

transistor switch is well into Region I when it is on"

Many non-saturated circuits have been devised (see

for example 3, 19, and 38) " In these circuits the tran-

sistor may be allowed to reach cutoff (Region III) but it

is prevented from going into saturation. In this way the

storage time t" is minimized.

Although there is controversy on the subject, it has

been pointed out by Goldstick (13, p" 161-175) that non-

saturated circuits are inferior to saturated circuits in

most applications. Goldstick shows that non-saturated
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circuits are inferior in their transient waveforms, power

consumption, cost, stability and noise susceptibility.

A1so, with the advent of cont,rolled lifetime transistors

(15), the advantage of smaller storage time has been

1es sened.

In aII of the circuits to be discussed an inversion

of the signal is involved so that, logically, the circuits

perform either a NOR (NOT-OR) or a NAND (NOT AITD) opera-

tion.

Although Boolean algebra is usually thought of in

terms of the set of operations NOT, OR and AND, either

the NOR or the NAND operation is complete by itself. That

is, any Boolean function may be written in terms of NOR or

NAND operations only (17, p" 3I-32).

Klock ( 20) has suggested a notation to be used with

NOR and NAI{D logic circuits and a method for converting

the resulting equations to the more familiar NOT, AIJD, OR

notation.

Another way to handle NOR and NAND circuits is to

redefine the signal levels at each stage" For instance,

the higher voltage level might be a logical 1 at the input

and a logical 0 at the output. Using this method a NAND
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gate becomes an AI{trD gate and a NOR gate becomes an OR

gate" This works quite well in some cases but becomes

quite confusing as the complexity of the function to be

formed increases"

RTL

Resistor-transistor logic (RTL) was the first tran-

sistorized logic circuit (32, p. 23L-245 and 2L, p. 109-

119). Figure B shows two stages of RTL with M inputs and

N outputs. If one or more of the inputs is in its upper

voltage state the switch will be on (saturated) and its

output will be in the lower voltage state (approximately

0v). Thus, with a logical 1 defined as the more positive

of the two voltage levels, this is a NOR (NOT-OR) circuit.

The resistors perform the OR function and the transistor

switch inverts the signal.

flre fan-in and fan-out (maximum number of inputs and

outputs) are quite limited with this circuit. The reason

for this can be seen by referring to Figure 9, p. 25.

Since the maximum collector current of the transistor is

limited by its base current and its Eain, R" has some

minimum value. Now, when TI is off, enough current must
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be supplied fy Rf, to turn on N other blocks" But not all

of the current going into a block is available as base

current" Part of it is lost through the lt{-l other inputs

which, ds a worst case could aII be in their lower volt-

age state, and more is lost to the turn-off network (B="

and Vrr) " Since the maximurn circuit beta (IC1orr1/Ig(orr) )

will probably be from 10 to 20 it is easily seen that the

fan-in and fan-out are drastically limited. Another fac-

tor, which might not be immediately apparent, is that

introduced by worst case desigrn. trn order to have the

circuit work reliably it must be designed to work with

the most adverse combination of temperature, resistor

tolerances, power supply variations and transistor para-

meters. ?his will further reduce the available fan-in

and fan-out. A statistical- analysis (28) can be used

instead of worst case but this leads to very complex re-

lationships which normally require a computer for their

solution.

Another disadvantage with RTL is its slow speed.

The high resistance (*r) in series with the base limits

t"t and Ir, and leads to long turn-on and turn-off times.

AIso, if more than one base input is oD, trt is much
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larger and the storage time is increased (see Figure

and Equation 4) "

The main advantage of RTL is its economy. If speed

is not a consideration this may be a very useful circuit.

It can be argued that RTL should be more reliable

than other forms of logic since it contains a minimum

number of transistors and no diodes. This may not be

valid, however, due to the close tolerances required"

If special circuits are to be built, there is a

signi-ficant advantage in using unequal base resistors,

so that more than one but less than all of the inputs

cause the switch to be on. Chao (5) describes the use of

this circuit to build a two transistor per bit parallel

adder and a one transistor per bit counter" This circuit,

which is cal-Ied a Kirchhoff circuit, requires very close

tolerances on the resistors, power supplies, etc.

One way to speed up RTL is by using a speed-up

capacitor across \. This allows a large transient over-

drive current to f1ow, which improves the switching speed,

but keeps the steady state current at its normal vaIue.

In this case, however, the fan-in is limited to I. Other-

wise the signal could propagate through the system and
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effect many stages which it should not. One way to use

speed-up capacitors in a logic circuit is to have one

transistor per input and connect several transistors to

a common collector resistor. Roehr (31) has a good

article on this so-cal-led resistor-capacitor-transistor

logic (RCTL) " RCTL can be very fast but it uses a large

number of components and is quite expensive.

In order to provide better isolation between the

inputs, the next step was to use a diode AND or OR gate

followed by a transistor inverter (4). Figure 10 shows

a stage of D?L" If the more positive voltage is defined

as a logical I this stage is a NAITD (NOT-AND) circuit.

The diodes form an AND gate and the transistor invetrts

the signal" This NAND gate has certain advantages over

the DTL NOR gate. When T1 is turned on the capacitor

across R. is charged, then when an input is grounded by
z

another switch this capacitor can discharge through the

forward biased diode and cancel the stored charge in the

saturated switch T1. This greatly reduces the storage

time t
S

If a positive NOR circuit had been used, the
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diodes would be connected in the reverse of those shown

and the charge cancellation would have been ineffective,

since the capacitor would be unable to discharge through

the reverse biased diodes" This capacitor also provides

transient overdrive for turning T1 on" Thus, during the

delay and rise times, TEl can be larger than its steady

state va1ue" In this way t, and tU can be decreased

without effecting the storage time a""

Another advantage of the NAITD circuit is that the

base current can be quite closely controlled and is not

a function of the number of inputs as it is in the NOR

circuit.

It should be mentioned that if the signals had been

defined with a logical I as the lqast positive voltage

(nominally 0v) the circuit of Figure 10 would be a NOR

gate.

DTL can be very fast circuitry and it has more

flexibility than RTL" ftre fan-in is limited mostly by

the reverse leakage of the diodes so it can be quite

high. The fan-out is limited by the gain of the tran-

sistor and, for a given transistor, is greater than it

is for RTI,,
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DTL has several disadvantages, it requires two power

supplies, it is not as fast as some other types of cir-

cuitry, and the power supply voltages and resistor toler-

ances must be closely controlled to get the maximum

fan-out and speed"

An article by Masher (22, p. 15-24) describes the

design of a DTL package used in a special purpose data-

processing system. Farina (l1) describes the use of

silicon lifetime controlled transistors and diodes in DTL.

DCTL

Direct-coupled-transistor logic (DCTL) is another

form of building block which has been used in computer

construction. Referelce 2 Ls a research report on the

DCTL circuj-try used in the Leprechaun computer.

An excellent set of articles by Harris (16) and

Easley (7) cover design of the logic package and the

required specifications for the transistors to be used.

The only components used in DCIL are resistors and

transistors. An example of DCTL is shown in Figrure 11,

p. 29" If either transistor T1 or T2 is qq (saturated)

the voltage at point A is low enough that both f3 and f4,
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will be off. If both TI and T2 are off, the voltage at A

will rise and base current will be supplied to T3 and T4,

turning them on"

Ihe DCTL system is significantly different from the

logic circuits discussed previously. In comparison with

these the following features may be cited"

1" There is a reduction in the total number of com-

ponents and connections, and some increase in the

number of transistors. The resulting simplicity

should lead to greater reliability (2, p" 78)"

2" The signal voltages are very 1ow. Typical levels

(for silicon transistors) are 0.78v on the base

when the transistor is conducting and 0.15v when

it is cut off"

3. The demands on the transistor are different. Ttre

base voltages must be very uniform, the collector

saturation voltage must be as low as possible,

the leakage current ,""0 must be Iow, but the

collector and base break down voltages may be

very low" A1so, since the transistor may be

heavily saturated, the storage time must be shorL

4" The demands on the power supply are minimal.
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Because of the isolation provided by R" the

power supplies do not have to be well filtered

or regrulated"

There are several difficulties with DCTL; limited

fan-in and fan-out, sensitivity to noise and possible

long storage time"

Collector leakage current limits the fan-in. As

more transistors are paralleled to increase the fan-in

their total leakage current will soon become great enough

to give an on output indication when all of them are off.

The fan-out is limited by the transistor current

gain in the saturated state and by the variations in

base characteristics. When the bases are connected in

parallel (as the second stages of the circuit shown in

Figure 11 are) the base voltage Vr* is the same for both

transistors. With some transistors the base currents

might differ as much as 5 to 10 times under this condi-

tion. Obviously, the base characteristics of the tran-

sistors used in DCTL must be much more uniform than this.

One of the reasons that DCTL is not more widely used is

that even for transistors having uniform base character-

istics, the base currents for a given base voltage may
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vary over a range of two to one. The effect may be ex-

aggerated if the transistors are at different temperatures.

lrlhen enough base current is supplied to take care of

a possible worst case situation the average transistor

has much more base current than it needs to give a certain

minimum t"U. This leads to an increase in the storage

time over its minimum possible value (see Equation 4 and

Figiure 6) .

In order to reduce the storage time a reverse base

current (r"r) must flow. fhe DCTL system can supply this

reverse base current even though only one power supply is

used. During the storage and faII times (ts and tr) the

emitter-base diode still has across it a characteristic

forward voltage which is of the proper sense to drive

the reverse base current. Since this current is flowing

through a small impedance (a saturated transistor) only

a small voltage is needed to cause considerable current.

Another problem with DCTL is its sensitivity to

noise. Since the voltage levels are so Iow only a small

noise pulse can cause spurious operation. The noise may

be loca11y generated by high inductance ground runs be-

tween groups of transistors.
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TRANSISTOR-COUPLED LOGIC

TCL is a fairly recent development first proposed by

Ruegg and Beeson in 196I (33). The use of the name TCL

(Transistor-coupled logic) was suggested by Mount (27) ,

although it has also been called Transistor-transistor

logic (TTL or t2l,) .

TCL has many of the advantages of DTL and DCTL while

eliminating some of their disadvantages " It has the sim-

plicity of DCTL, in that only transistors and resistors

are used. Only one size of resistor and one power supply

are used. It is capable of very fast operation with low

power dissipation. Since the voltage swings are smaller

it should be faster than an equivalent DTL circuit. Un-

l-ike DCTL the transistor parameters need not be held to

extreme tolerances"

Figure J-2a shows a three input TCL NAND gate. The

three transistors on the input are gating transistors

which isol-ate the inputs from each other and provide a

path for the base current of the common emitter inverter.

In Figure 12b T1 is o€E allowing the current ,1 to

flow through the base-collector diode of T2, turning T3
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Figure 12. Transistor-Coupled NAND Logic.
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on. In this case the base voltage of T3 is about 0.8

volts, and since the offset voltage of T2 is very low the

collector of T1 will- be at about 0.8 volts also. The

collector voltage of T3 wil-I be about O.2 volts since T3

is saturated (assuming its collector current is not too

high) "

If TI is on, as in Figure l2c, the current I, will

flow through the base-emitter diode of T2. No current

flows to the base of the inverter T3. fhe base voltage

of T3 is the sum of the collector voltage of TI (about

0.2v) and the offset voltage of T2 (Iess than 0"1 v).

Since the base voltage of T3 must be greater than the

resulting 0.3 volts before appreciable collector current

flows, T3 is otE. trn this case any other NAND gates con-

nected to TI will also be off"

Figure L2d shows how the use of transistor gating

provides a path for the turn-off base current tr2. As

with DCTL, the base voltage of a saturated transistor is

of the proper sense to drive the reverse current trZ

during the storage and faII times. Since ,rZ flows

through both T1 and T2 in the normal- direction (collector

to emitter), ,rZ is limited only by the base currents and
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normal current gains of T1 and T2. This allows ,rZ to

be large and shortens the storage and fall times.

TCL has an additional flexibil-ity not found in DCTL.

By paralleling two or more NAND gates, a more complex

logical function can be formed with a resultant saving

in the total number of components required. For instance,

the circuit of Figure 13, p. 39, performs the indicated

Iogical function with only one stage of delay and uses 6

transistors and 2 resistors. TCL NAND gates, without

paralleled collectors, would involve 3 stages of delay

with 11 transistors and 4 resistors. A DCTL NOR gate

would have 3 stages of delay with 10 transistors and

7 resistors 
"

In the material which follows it will be assumed

that the same transistor is to be used for both the in-

verter and the gates" There are several reasons for

using the same transistor throughout; simplicity, lower

cost per unit (the manufacturer's price depends upon the

quantity ordered, Lf twice as many transistors of one

type are purchased the per unit cost may be considerably

Iower), fewer replacement parts to stock, no chance of

using the incorrect transistor during assembly or repair,
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and ease in obtaining the specifications of the transistor

(onry harf as many units have to be tested to estabrish

the maximum and minimum values of the innportant para-

meters) .

In order to give the reader some feel for the order

of magnitude of the quantities involved and the procedures

which might be used in the design of a TCL circuit, one

transistor, the 2N2369, which has the necessary para-

meter values, is chosen and values concerning it are

gr-ven 
"

The temperature range of 25oC to TOoc is picked as

a typical range which might be encountered in a raboratory

computer installat j-on 
"

The values for v"u(on)' vgn(orr)' vBc(rc = 0) ' urr('"=
0) and the temperature dependence of these parameters was

taken from data gathered j-n connection with the Galaxy

Computer Project at Oregon State University.

A base current range of O.2 ma to 1.0 ma was sel-

ected as a typical range which might be encountered.

Most of the transistors tested appeared, from the manu-

factureros specifications, to be designed for operation

at about these levels"
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The 2N2369 is an NPN silicon planar epitaxial tran-

sistor designed specifically for high speed saturated

switching applications. It has a double*diffused (dif-

fused-base, diffused-cotlector) structure and is treated

to give a low storage time constantf= (see Equations 4

and B) of approximately 6 ns. The typical fT is 650 mc.

Figure 1-4, p. 39, shows a cross-section of a planar

epitaxial transistor. For the 2N2369 the die is about

O.O25 inches square.

Steadv-S!ate Parameters

One of the first considerations in designing a logic

circuit is its steady-state or dc characteristics. The

circuit must provide the correct steady-state logical

signals under all conditions which are encountered. For

instance, if an inverter is called upon to drive too many

outputs, the collector current may become large enough to

cause the transistor to come out of saturation- The

collector voltage will then be up and the output will be

an incorrect off indication.

In designing a TCL circuit the following transistor
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parameters were found to be important;

1" oau (orr)

vae (orr)

vee (ort)

'r", t"" ('. = o)

2"

3"

4.

The

the

5. Inverse beta hU"*

6. VCr (Ic = 0)

first three quantities pertain to the inverter and

others to the gating transistors"

I" VCn(orr) " When an inverter is g VCg should be

near zero" The amount it differs from zeyo is dependent

upon the collector and base currents and the operating

temperature. The manufacturer always supplies informa-

tion on the saturation voltages of transistors which are

suitable for use in saturated switch circuits. This in-

formation is usually in the form of a guaranteed maximum

V"" with a given base and collector current. Since this

is a worst case value the average will be quite a bit

smal-ler "

Information about the temperature dependence of V",
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is not normally given. The temperature coefficient may

be either positive or negative, depending upon the tran-

sistor type and the operating currents (35, p. 9I-94).

Normally it is quite small and may be neglected. Experi-

mentally it was found that the temperature coefficient for

the 2N2369 was about +0"5 mv per degree Centigrade. Since

it was non-linear with temperature and varied with the

collector current, this is only an approximate val-ue. It

also varied among the units tested.

From data which was gathered in connection with the

Galaxy Computer Project a maximum value of vcg (orr) = o '25

volts was selected" This j-s for I. = 20 ma, Ib = I ma

and T = 70oC. A minimum value of 80 mv was chosen for

the current range of interest here.

2. Vge (orr) . In designing the circuit it is neces-

sary to know the base-emitter voltage when the transistor

is on. This quantity is sometimes given by the manufac-

turer or may be established by measurements on a number

of transistors. This voltage is mostly due to the junc-

tion voltage of the base-emitter diode, but also shows a

slight increase with collector current. Like other

silicon diodes it shows a temperature dependence of
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about -2 mv per degree Centigrade" !.rom experimental

data a maximum value of 0.85 volts was chosen for this

parameter 
"

3" Vgn(o{t) " Note that with TCL the base-emitter

voltage is slightly positive during cutoff" This tends

to cause some collector current to flow. The relation

between the current and voltage must be known to insure

that the collector current wirl be negligibre during cut-

off" As previously mentioned, the leakage current ,"rO

for silicon is insignificant. For instance, for the

2N2369, rcBo is guaranteed by the manufacturer to be less

than O.41ua aX 25oC" Figure 15, p. 45, is a set of ex-

perimental curves for a tlpical 2N2369. For this tran-

sistor the base current goes to zero with VrU somewhere

between 0"3v and 0"4v. This voltage is the base "fIoat-

ing potential" and may be calculated theoretically (29,

p. 2O5), but since it is very sensitive to leakage cur-

rents the agreement with experimental values is poor.

This parameter is usually not supplied by the manu-

facturer. From the tests performed on a number of dif-

ferent silicon transistors and from values mentioned in

the riterature (33 and L2) a value 0.55v should insure
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that the col-l-ector current is l-ess than lO 1la" The

amount of collector Ieakage current which can be toler-

ated in the ojl! state wiII depend on the particular cir-

cui-t used-

with a correctj.on of -2 mv/ol, a maximum allowable

value of 0"45v insures cutoff at temperatures of up to

Tooc "

4. Urr, tr" (IC = 0). These are the voltages

developed across the junctions of the gating transistors.

Since the collector-emitter current of the gates is zero

for steady-state condi-tions, they are just diode voltages.

In a diode the current is exponentiatly dependent upon

the voltage" On a semi-log plot (1og I versus V) the

relation is a straight line with a slope of q/kt at low

current levels and q/2kT at high current levels (29,

p. l4l-145) " The slope changes when the density of the

injected minority carriers at the junction becomes com-

parable with the equilibrium level of the majority

carriers " Experimentall-y it was found that the base-

emitter diode gave a slope of q/kf, while the base-

collector diode gave a slope of q/2kT for a broad range

of currents. This was with high-speed silicon planar and
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mesa devices and may not apply to other types of tran-

sistors" This difference in slopes is what one might

expect, since the collector region of the devices tested

has a higher resistivity than the emitter region and

hence a lower majority carrier density.

These parameters are not ordinarily given by the

manufacturer but are easiS-y established by testing. They

appear to be quite consistent among transistors of the

same type.

From experimental data the following maximum and

minimum values were chosent tgg - 0.75 to 0"55 vo1ts,

V__ = 0.65 to 0.40 volts" These values are for the
BC

range of base currents from 0.2 to 1.0 ma and include

the correction for temperature.

5. Inverse Beta h"r*. This parameter was found to

be the most important in the design of a TCL circuit.

With almost any silicon switching transistor the rest of

the parameters are such that the transistor is useable,

but many of these same transistors are unuseable because

of a high inverse beta. The inverse beta is not speci-

fied by the manufacturer since it is so very seldom used.

In the design of a transistor it is of secondary
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importance and arises from the specification of other

parameters such ." h'r, fT, and U"r"

which h_-- is prominent is that for
FER

d9€, Equation I:

One equation in

the saturation volt-

(1)v =ktrncEq
1*hru**'"/-,
h (r r /h r )FER c, F'E B,

This equation shows how the saturation voltage

varies, neglecting the voltage drop due to the series

resistance of the collector and emitter bulk material.

It indicates that both hr,* and h

as possible for a low saturation

would seem to be inconsistent to

FE should be as large

voltage. From this it

require the use of the

same transistor for both the inverter (hiqh h

low V_-) and the gates (low h___ for good isolation) butCE' FER

this is not necessarily true.

In a transistor which is intended for switching

applications several things are more important than an

extemely 1ow saturation voltage. Because of the require-

ments of high forward current gain and good frequency

response the inverse beta may be very sma1l. The follow-

ing factors tend to decre"=" hFERt

1" To obtain maximum forward current gain the area

for a
FER
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of the collector is larger than that of the

emitter.

2. A graded base (higher impurity concentration at

the emitter than at the collector) is used to

gi-ve a high fT" The field which is set up in

the base region because of this grading in-

creases h* and decreases ha,* (29, p. 188-196) .

3. A high resistivity collector is used to reduce

the collector capacitance and give a high break-

down voltage. This makes the emitting efficiency

of the collector very 1ow and reduces hrr*.

The techniques used to get low storage times

(controlled lifetime) tend to decre"=" hFER

(29, p. 358) 
"

Thus it seems that the design of a good switching tran-

sistor inherently gives a 1o, h"r*.

Another effect which might not be immediately

apparent is that, because of the logarithmic relation of

Equation 1, hr"* h"" a relatively smalI effect on the

saturation voltage. Figure 16 gives some calculated

values of UaU (sat) versus nrr* from Equation I for a

4-

typical circuit with hr, = 50, t"/I, = 20 and T = 25oC
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(kT/q, - 0"026 volts) 
"

h
FER

10 1.0 0"1 0"01 0.001

u"u 0 " 043v 0 - 094v 0. t53v O.2L2v O "272v

Figure 16" Tabulated Values from Equation Lo

for a Typical Circuit.

Since transistors with saturation voltages appreci-

ably greater than 0"3 volts are still useable as saturated

switches, it is seen that a high inverse beta is not

necessary.

Figure I7, p. 51, is a listing of the transistors

tested and the maximum and minimum inverse betas ob-

served" AIl of these transistors are intended for use

in high speed saturated switching circuits, and the

majority of them are of mesa or planar construction.

The 2N2369 and the 2N743 both have very low inverse betas

and would be suitable for use in TCL. Both of these

devices are of epitaxial construction. Since more

samples of the 2N2369 were available it was selected for

further tests.

The inverse beta increases with temperature"
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Transistor hrr* h_FER
Number
Tested

2N39 3* 3"2 2

2N404* 15"8 6"6 25

2N697 o "92 0-84 4

2N599 0"13 O"OBB 2

2N708 0. 16 0.039 20

2N709 o.L42 o.o29 L57

2N7 18 0. 55 o.25 10

2N7 43 0.049 0.020 l2
2N769* o "46 O.IB 6

2N869** 0. 385 0"r10 20

2N914 o .32 0.01,6 20

2N919 0. 150 o.o47 6

2N965* 2.6 0.8 40

2Nl309* 5 2

2NI6 1 3 0.680 0. r90 20

2N2297 0"880 o.o22 6

2N2369 0-104 0"008 66

2N2845 o "l-46 o.o47 6

*Germanium PNP; **Sil-icon PNP; others Silicon NPN

hFER = rr/.r, with rB = I.0 ma and vr" = 0.5v;

except 2N965, ,B = 0.1 ma, VEC = 3.5v.

Fig,r.rre 17. Experimental Values of Inverse Beta.
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Experimentally it was found that the rate of increase

depended upon the current levels and the temperature. It

varied over a wide range among the devices tested; from

O.25 to 0 .5e7"/oC (over the temperature range 25oc to

1OOoC, with tn = 1 ma). Nothing was found in the literi-

ture relating to this, although it is known that the

forward beta (nr") increases with temperature at the rate

of about t.ty"/oc (35, p. 94).

A maximum inverse beta of 0.11 and a temperature co-

efficient of 0.O/"/oC were chosen from the experimental

data. This gives a maximum worst case hrr* of 0.14 at

TOoc for the 2N2369.

6. t"", (IC = 0). This quantity, which is some-

times called the offset voltage, may be calculated from

Equation l, but the agreement with experiment was found

to be quite poor. This is probably due to the series

resistance of the collector and emitter bulk materi-aIs

and to other effects which are ignored in the derivation.

From experimental data the offset voltage of the

2N2369 was found to be in the range of 60 mv to 130 mv.

These are maximum and minimum values for the range of

currents from 0"2 to 1.0 ma and temperatures from 25 oC to
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7ooc" TLre same temperature coefficient was used here as

for v"u (on) "

7" Fan-in and Fen_-qqE" flre six parameters listed
above are used in establishing the steady state operating

conditions of the TCL circuit. using worst case design

these quantities may be combined into one equaLion which

expresses whether the circuit wilr operate properly under

all conditions which might be encountered. This equation

contains the maximum allowabre fan-in (M) and fan-out

(N) 
"

An equation is developed in Appendix A which gives

the maximum aIlowable fan-in in terms of the maximum

al-lowabIe fan-out and the above parameters (Equation A-5):

M=
ts K-N(l +rr )' c FER, (A-s)

This equation is developed by considering the maxi-

mum value which the collector current can attain (Equa-

tion A-1), and the minimum value of base current (equa-

tion A-2). These quantities are then combined in an

equation for the maximum alrowabre circuit beta (uquation

A-3). rf this circuit beta is exceeded there is a chance

\/c E r* (N * r)
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(with a1I quantities being at their worst possible values)

that the saturation voltage will be greater than its pre-

selected value and the circuit will fail to operate cor-

rectly. The maximum aIlowab1e value of VCS (orr) is sel-

ected so that there is some noise margin present.

The quantity K in Equation A-5 is a function of the

resistor tolerance, supply voltage magnitude and toler-

ance and the transistor voltages. (see Equation A-4). In

terms of the voltage parameters listed previously this

equation reduces to:

l(=
*, (YeB 1. so)

(A-6)
*, (rr" 0.63)

Note that by taking the tolerance of the resistor

into account, the magnitude of R" cancels out. K then

becomes a function of the magnitude of the supply voltage

V__, and the resistor and voltage tolerances.BB'

Figure 18, p. 55, shows how K varies as these

quantities are changed. Note that K would be equal to

one if a current source with 0% tolerance were present.

The allowable fan-in and fan-out are maximized with

K - I.0.

In order to show how the maximum fan-in and fan-out
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vary with hFER, R", and K, a set of center values is

chosen and the quantities allowed to vary one at a time

about these- These center values are:

1. ,8" = 20, the maximum allowed ratio -"/rr. With

,, in the range of O.2 to 1.0 ma this guarantees

that O"U(orr) will be less than O"25 volts.

2. K = 0.6. This allows a power supply as Iow as

5.0 volts to be used with tolerances of plus or

minus 5% on both the power supply and the re-

sistors.

3. hr"* = 0.15" Tlris was the next even value above

the worst case value of 0.14 found previously.

Figr"ure 19, p. 5'7, shows how M versus N varies as K

is changed. From this figure and Figure tB it may be

seen that the available M and N are quite sensitive to

the tolerances and the magnitude of the supply voltage.

Figrure 20 shows how a change in the a1lowable cir-

cuit beta would affect the fan-in and fan-out. From this

figrure it is seen that there is little point in pushing

;3 much above 20- This is fortunate since very few

silicon switching transistors have a useable saturation

voltage when p" exceeds 20.
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NFigure 2L, p. 59, shows the variation in M versus

if the inverse beta hr'* of the transistor is changed.

If a transistor with a lower inverse beta were used, a

significant gain in the available fan-in and fan-out

could be rearized" Possibly as TCL becomes more popurar

transistors with very low inverse betas wiII be made

available 
"

The fact that the inverse beta is not specified by

the manufacturer brings up one very grave problem. Even

after large numbers of a particular transistor have been

tested and the inverse betas found to be satisfactory,

there is nothing to guarantee that the manufacturer will

not "improve" his manufacturing process and comptetely

change many of the unspecified parameters of that tran-

sistor. The only sorution here is close cooperation with

the supplier, until transistors with specified inverse

betas become available.

A graph of M versus N for a circuit which could be

realized using the preceding data is shown in Figure 22,

p. 6L" Ttre value of K used (0.575) corresponds to a

supply voltage Vgg of 5.0 volts, plus or minus 5% and a

resistor torerance of plus or minus Lo%. ftre figure shows
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that either a fan-in of 3 with a fan-out of 3, or a fan-in

of 7 with a fan-out of 2 coul-d be achi-eved with this cir-

cuit. The configuration with M = 3 and N = 3 would

probably be useable as a standard togic circuit package

in the construction of a digital computer.

Transient Charaeteristics

As mentioned previously TCL is inherently a very

fast circuit. Referring to Equatj-ons 2 through 9 and

Figures 5 through 7 we can see why this is so"

From Equations 2 and 6 the delay time is seen to

depend upon the on base current ,r1 and the off base

voltage. The delay time may be shortened either by in-

creasing I", or by decreasirg Vge (off) . If the storage

time is not to be adversely affected, I", must be in-

creased only during the turn-on tj_me. This might be

accomplished by an RC network, with the capacitor pro-

viding the transient over-drive. This is not done in

any of the circuits deseribed in this paper. Since

var 1ort1 is very crose to Vgr (orr) in both TCL and DcrL,

the delay time is minimized. This cannot be done with

RTL or DTL because of worst case design considerations.
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In order to insure cutoff the voltage change at the base

must be fairly large unless precision resistors (which

are, in general, prohibitively expensive) are used.

Since the voltage change at the base of the inverter is

smaller (by the amount of voltage offset across the gate)

with TCL than with DCTL the delay time should be shorter.

From Figure 5 it is seen that the rise time may be

shortened only by increasing ,"I. As above, this is not

done in the circuits discussed here. Since Equations 3

and 7 were developed for a circuit such as that shown in

Figure 4 they are not directly applicable to TCL. By

making a number of simplifying assumptions the equations

may be corrected by replacing the term (1.7RLCT.) in

Equation 7 with 1"5CTc(t""(orr) - Vcn (on)/Tc. Equation 3

is unaltered. When this is done it is seen that the rise

time is dependent upon the amount of voltage swing at the

collector of the inverter. Since both TCL and DCTL have

smaII voltage changes during switching, they should have

short rise times.

Actually, the loading imposed on these circuits by

the following stages tends to lengthen this rise time

considerably. During the turn-on time the collector
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current is increased by the amount of the turn-off base

current (r"r) of the next stages. Experimental-Iy it was

found that for a short time during the rise time the

collector current was apparently great enough to cause

the transistor to come out of saturation. This caused

a flattening of the collector voltage waveform for a

brief period during the rise time.

The storage time is related to the base and collector

currents as shown by Equation 4 and Figure 6. TCL cir-

cuitry should show appreciably shorter storage times

than the other types of circuitry discussed. In both

DCTL and RTL the base current is dependent on the number

of inputs which are on at the time. Since any one input

must supply sufficient current to turn the inverter on,

I", will be several times as large as necessary when all

of the inputs are supplying current. It may be seen

from Figure 6 that this increases the storage time con-

siderably. In both DTL and TCL the on base current t"t

is controlled much more closely. The only difference

between these two circuits would be in the amount of

turn-off current which f1ows. ,rZ must flow through a

diode in the case of DTL and through a transistor in the
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case of TCL" Since the impedance of an on transistor is

less than that of a diode, the turn-off current will be

slightly higher with TCL" This difference probably is

not significant.

The fall- time t, is similar in its mechanism to the

rise time except that the fall time is a function of T,,2

instead of t"t (see Equation 5 and Figrure 7). Here,

because of the large turn-off current tr2, TCL should be

very fast.

As mentioned previously, the gating transistor has

l-itt1e effect on the switching time. There are two

reasons for this" (1) The gating transistor is saturated

at all times. During switching there is only a sma1l

rearrangement of the charge in the base region. (2) The

junction voltages change by only a sma11 amount.

Experimentally the signal delay through the gating

transistor was found to be less than 1 ns. AIso, among

the transistors used as gates (2N1613, 2N9L4, 2N708,

2N709 and 2N2369) no differences in switching speeds were

observed "

In the study of the steady-state parameters it was

found that the use of a higher supply voltage offered
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significant advantages" This of course requires the use

of a higher resistance for Rr" It might be felt that

this could contribute to longer switching times if

appreciable stray capacitance were present. In Appendix

B this is investigated and it is found that for the range

of values of interest here, the magnitude of the supply

voltage has relatively little effect. Therefore the only

reason for limiting the supply voltage is to keep the

power requirements low.

Experimentally it was found that there was no signifi-

cant change in the switching times for a range of resis-

tance values from Ik to 56k ohms, ds long as the on base

current remained constant.

Because the parameters of the transistor ehange with

current the switching times are dependent on the operating

currents. Figure 23, p. 67, is a graph of the e>q>eri-

mental switching times of a typical circuit using 2N2369's.

The stage being measured was in a chain of identical

stages in order to establish tlpical operating conditions.

The data were taken with a fan-in of one and a fan-out

of one"

Experimental data were taken to determine the
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dependence of the switching times on the fan-out (fan-in

had no measurable effect), For a fan-out of up to 4 the

following results were noteds

1. The delay times tU decreased slightly as the

fan-out increased.

Ttre rise time t, increased significantly with

fan-out. It increased by a factor of 2 Lo 3

(depending on the current level-) between a

fan-out of 1 and a fan-out of 4.

The storage time t= decreased slightly as the

fan-out was increased.

4" The faII time t, remained almost constant.

Because these times were measured in a typical circuit

they cannot be easily studied by the use of the switching

time formulas. For instance, the delay time as measured

was largely dependent on the falI time of the preceding

stage.

Another way to measure the effect of circuit para-

meter changes on the switching speed is to set up a

series of identical stages and measure the total time

delay in going through the string. If a sufficient num-

ber of stages is used this method is much more accurate

2.

3"
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since the times involved are then long enough to measure

quite accurately and any individual variations in the

components tend to be averaged out" No measurements

were taken using this method because there were not

enough transistors available at the time.

The transient measurements mentioned in this thesis

were made with a Tektronix Type N Sampling Unit. Both

the Type P6O25 Cathode-fol1ower Probe and a passive probe

were used. Ttris unit has a rise time of approximately

0.6 ns. The measurements of the steady state charac-

teristics were made with the Tektronix Type 575 Tran-

sistor Curve Tracer or a Hewlett-Packard Model 4l2A

DC VTVM.

Further Applications

Very recently a new concept, that of the integrated

semiconductor circuit, has been introduced. In this

device all of the active and passive elements of a cir-

cuit are integrated into one wafer of semiconductor

material. TCL should be highly applicable to the inte-

grated circuit approach. It contains only one tlpe of

transistor and one size of resistor, so it should be
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much easier to integrate than other logic circuits which

contain many different components. It is not sensitive

to the transistor parameters (as DCTL is) or resistor

values. The resulting TCL circuits could be very tightly

packaged since they consume a relatively small amount of

power" For example, for one of the circuits described

earlier, the power consumption was only 5 mw (a 5v power

supply and 1 ma of base current) per stage. Even at this

1ow power level the speed was very good. Since most of

this power dissipation is in the base resistors, these

resistors could be mounted externally and the integrated

part of the circuit run at very low power levels.

As the technology is advanced the price of inte-

grated circuits should decrease. TCL then might become

even more economical than the slower forms of logic

circuitry.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigation of the TCL circuit has shown

it has a number of important advantages. It may be

designed using only two different components having

that

quite
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wide tolerances. It was shown that a useable logic cir-

cuit could be built using standard, readily available

transistors. with TCL the switching times should be as

good or better than any of the other circuits discussed.

Even using standard components the circuit, in many

applications, provides enough advantages to justify its

higher initial cost.

TCL will probably find its greatest use in integrated

circuits. Because of its low power consumption, sim-

plicity and relative insensitivity to component values,

TCL is a very attractive circuit for use in integrated

circuits.

In the choice of a transistor for use in TCL the

most important parameter was found to be the inverse

beta, since a high inverse beta could cause rejection of

an otherwise suitable transistor. It was found, however,

that this choice did not involve any compromise in the

speed or other useful parameters of the transistor.
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APPENDIX A

Leakage Current

In the cal-culations for minimum base current and

maximum collector current it will be found that the

robbed currents and added currents flow because the in-

verse current gains of the gating transistors are not

zero. In both cases these currents are limited by flowing

through a set of gates on an off inverter.

In order to find the magnitude of this leakage

current an analysis using the transistor equivalent cir-

cuit (26) of Figure Ala wil-I be performed.

The equivalent circuit of Figure AIb corresponds to

a set of gating transistors connected to the base of an

off inverter with A, inputs connected to saturated in-

verters and A, to of f j-nverters.

The following equations may be written:

- -'4l--,d,

rs = d*t, = 91*, 
o"t * 

"r ,.N At

(At * o)rz = ArI3
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E+rr
-dt lc dN 1E

(b)

Equivalent Circuits for
Leakage Current Calculations.

(a)

Ar Gates

V = Vcr(on)

(o. z")

A2 Gates

V= Vsr(on)

( o. a")

13

Ia

Figure A1.
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(Ar*^r,#=Ardn4=

Solvingr for ArLn, the total leakage current yields:

A2T4 =
Az'* d* d,
or*A2 (1 -drdN)

Since d, is quite small, this equation is of the

form

(constant) Az

At*Az

which is maximLzed for A, = Q. However, since A, must

be at least one, the maximum occurs for A, = I and A, as

large as possible.

In the case of maximum collector current (see

Figure A2) AZ is not restricted, so the leakage current

approach"= dN filrf -* a limit. In order to reduce this

to a more recognizable form the following approximations

may be made:

d* = r lrfl;; - r.o

h
da=#!hrrn* naeR

Since h* is greater than 10 and hr'* is less than 0.1,
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for the transistors used in TCL, these are valid approxi-

mations.

This yields a leakage current of hf"Rrg for the case

of maximum collector current.

In the case of minimum base current, however, OZ is

equal to one (see Figure A3) and the maximtm leakage

current is given by:

d- d*-t
z - o(rfim

Making the same approximations as before the maximum

leakage current is found to be ,fr"r*r, for the case of

mini-mum base current.

Maximum Collector Current (see Figrure A2, P. B0)

Ideally the collector current would be NI, but this

is increased by leakage through the gating transistors on

the base of T2.

For the circuit of FigureA2the following equations

may be written:

? -u",-tgc-uffir- Rt
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Tz=
V -V -VBB BE CE

*,

I =NIc

If = (M - 1)I" + IZ

In this case the total leakage current (M - 1) I"

approach"" h'ERI2 "s an upper limit. This gives

I" = NI2 (, * hr"*)

as the maximum possible collector current.

(A-I)

Here, ds with aII other design equations, worst case

design is used. The bars over and under the quantities

indicate upper and lower limits respectively.

Minimum Base qqg{g4! (see Figure A3, p. 82)

The base current to T1 is diminished by current

robbing through the gating transistors. Since this

Ieakage current is flowing through the gating transistors

of T1 in the normal direction (collector to emitter) it

is not limited at this point. The limiting occurs at the

gating transistors of T3 where the current must flow

through an inverted transistor.

For the circuit of Figure A3 the following equations
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(o rr) -

Figure A3. TCL.

Conditions for tttinimum Base Current to TI.
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may be written:

IB = I:_ - Mf o

Io = (N_1)I',

As shown in the previous section, the maximum leak-

age current, cal1ed I" here, is

r,, = ,frur*r2

This gives

(A-2)

as the minimum possible base current.

Fan-in and Fan-out

Let B" = -"/!, t Bc is the circuit beta) be the

maximum allowable ratio which will insure that the satura-

tion voltage V", is less than some specified maximum

amount (for a given transistor type at a certain speci-

fied current leveI).

From Equations A-1 and A-2:

Ie = It * tu(t't - r)nrr*r,

:_
Pc -r- Lfi'lii r rEr.r - LrM (N - ,)E uJ,

(a-g)
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Solving for N:

l{= E"(!t + luhrERr2M)

r2O*Eu*+%ffi'FERZc)

This gives N in terms of M since all- other quanti-

ties are known or may be calculated.

Equivalently:

; - BJt N tz (' * nrr*)

L 6.hru*r2 (N - r)

Letting:

K = Tr/I,

*g (Yes vec (re=o) - tru (on) )
(A-4)

r, (Tm Yer (r o) - rcn (or,) )

the equation reduces to:

il= /. ^ - r (I + hren)
(A-s)

4 Fc hr** (* - 1)

Using the values for transistor voltages found earlier,

the equation for K may be reduced to:



}(=
R
-B

(.yns - 1.so)
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(A-6)

value and the tolerance,

cancels out leaving only

%).

E, (%" - 0.63)

Sinee the maximum and mi-nimum values of R mav be
B

written in terms

the magnitude of

the tolerance (1

of the nominal

the resistance

+ tolerance in
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APPENDIX B

R C Time Constant

When a TCL circuit is switching from an off condi*

tion to an on condition there is a chance that the base

resistor, in combination with stray capacitances, might

form an RC circuit which would affect the switching time"

Here the effect of the resistor size on this charging

time will be investigated, assuming that the on base

current is to remain constant as *, is varied.

For the circuit of Figure BI the following equations

may be written:

T1 on, T2 o'EEz

urz = vo = vBE2 * t"ul

T1 off , T2 orl:

urz = VBB - (VBB - vo) exp (-tlRc)

where C is the stray capacitance.

(B-1)

urz = vI = uBc2 * uru3 (g-z)

The equation for the charging curve is

Setting VB2=V, and solving for the charging time tl-,
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Rr:

vge
I

I
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B2

r f Z
^tL -T\
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RC Time Constant in TCL

Vt

VO

tl

Figure B1.

Figure 82.
Tabulated Val-ues for Circuit

Vt = I.4V, VO = 0.8V, I"1 = 1ma
of Figure 81.
andC=10pf.

Rn 1K 3. 3K 56K

tae 2.4v 4.7V 57 .4V

t., 4.7ns 5. 5ns 6.Ons
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tt = RBC In
V -VBBO (B-3)ur" - tI

Since the on base current is to remain constant as

*g is varied:

Since

rB1 = (tr" VI)/RB

or

RB = (u", u r) /-rt

Equation B-3 may now be written as:

(B-4)

(B-s)

limt, _^
vgg- vl

and
1imt, 

=t,-uoa
urr-- 'u1

the charging time will be minimized by making the supply

voltage as sma1I as possibl-e.

The actual effect in a practical circuit may be seen

by substituting some typical values into Equation B-3.

Letting IB1 = l- ma the foll-owing might be expected:
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t"UI = O.Iv

'"cz = o"6v

Vgn2 = O "7v

uru3 = o'8v

Using these values and arbitrarily letting C = 10pf

the charging time for several different values of R, was

calculated. The results are shown in Figure 82.

These results show that over the range of useable

resistance values, the time due to this RC charging does

not change appreciably.




